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ABSTRACT

The two major approaches to understanding plane parallel shear instability—the counterpropagating
Rossby wave (CRW) and overreflection (OR) approaches—illuminate very different fundamental aspects.
This work examines how such seemingly different views can explain the same phenomena and why these
differences arise, with the overall goal of deepening our understanding of shear instability.

This is done by rationalizing the OR theory in terms of CRW thinking, using a generalization of the CRW
approach to multiple infinitesimal potential vorticity (PV) kernels. First the mechanics of cross-shear wave
propagation and the exponential decay in an evanescent region are qualitatively explained. Then the
cross-shear behavior in different wave geometries (full, partial, and overreflection) is examined. It is found
that overreflection is basically a mutual amplification between PV kernels, with the main kernels being at
the two sides of the evanescent region, which forms on one side of the critical level. The nondimensional
overreflection coefficient is obtained by assuming a balance between the mutual amplification on the two
sides of the evanescent region, and the rate at which this amplification is carried away. The critical level is
found to be the only point at which there is a mutual amplification between two adjacent kernels.

A further examination of the sources of energy growth yields a generalized view of the restoking of the
Orr mechanism, thought to be central to OR: growth depends explicitly on the shear, as in the Orr
mechanism, while mutual PV kernel interactions are responsible for holding the perturbation at a configu-
ration that allows it to contribute to growth (a restoking).

1. Introduction

Over the last 40 years, two major approaches have
been taken in an attempt to understand the basic
mechanism of plane parallel shear instability, namely,
the counterpropagating Rossby wave (CRW) and the
overreflection (OR) approaches.

In the CRW perspective, initiated by Bretherton
(1966), the instability is understood in terms of a con-
structive, action-at-a-distance interaction between two
CRWs, which are located in regions of opposite signs of
mean potential vorticity (PV) gradient. Each CRW by
itself is neutral and propagates counter to the local
mean flow, via the Rossby (1939) mechanism. The
waves interact by inducing velocity that advects the
mean PV in the region of the opposed wave. Bretherton
showed that these counterpropagating Rossby wave’s
phase speeds and growth rates are determined solely by

their phase difference and interaction coefficient. He
then concluded that normal-mode instability is ob-
tained when the two CRWs phase lock each other to
propagate together in a growing configuration.

The main criticism however against Bretherton’s ex-
planation, and later studies that expanded it (e.g.,
Hoskins et al. 1985; Davies and Bishop 1994; Heifetz et
al. 1999), was that it can only be applied to models in
which the CRWs are edge waves, supported by a cor-
responding structure of mean PV gradient delta func-
tions. This motivated Heifetz et al. (2004a), to extend
the CRW description to a general conservative plane
parallel shear flow (baroclinic or barotropic with gen-
eral mean shear and PV distributions), which is linearly
unstable. Then the generalized CRW equations be-
come the Hamilton equations where the Hamiltonian,
the generalized momenta, and the coordinates, are the
eddy pseudoenergy, the CRW pseudomomenta, and
the phases, respectively. This generalization also ratio-
nalized the necessary conditions for instability of Ray-
leigh (1880) [and its baroclinic analog of Charney and
Stern (1962) and Fjørtoft (1950)]. The former condition
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requires a change of sign of the mean PV gradient
within the domain and thus enables mutual instanta-
neous growth of the two CRWs. The latter condition
requires a positive correlation between the mean PV
gradient and the mean velocity and thus allows the two
CRWs to counter propagate against the local mean
flow and consequently maintain a phase locking.
Hence, satisfying the two conditions together enables a
sustained modal growth (cf. Fig. 1).

More recently, Heifetz and Methven (2005) applied
the CRW approach to the nonmodal problem and op-
timal growth. They explained the differences in the op-
timal growth between the energy and the enstrophy
norms in terms of the role of the Orr (1907) mechanism.
In addition, they extended the CRW formulation to
allow a study of the continuous spectrum, by using the
Greens function approach of Robinson (1989). In this
approach, the two CRWs are replaced by an infinite
number (or a finite number, after discretization) of
CRW kernels (hereafter KRWs). The complete spec-
trum solution is then described in terms of a multi-
interaction between all KRWs, where the fundamental
action-at-a-distance interaction between each of the
KRW pairs is similar to the two CRW basic interaction.

This approach has been used to study Eady-like basic
states with no interior mean PV gradients (e.g., Bishop
and Heifetz 2000; Morgan 2001; Morgan and Chen
2002; Kim and Morgan 2002; Dirren and Davies 2004;
de Vries and Opsteegh 2005, 2006), and recently also to

study more general basic states (de Vries and Opsteegh
2007a,b).

The OR approach, suggested by Lindzen and coau-
thors (summarized in the review article by Lindzen
1988), describes shear instability in terms of the evolu-
tion of waves propagating across the shear. In this
framework, a central property is the wave geometry,
which states the ability of waves to propagate across the
shear as determined by the index of refraction. Under
certain conditions, a wave approaching a reflecting
level (where the index of refraction vanishes) will be
overreflected, meaning the reflected amplitude will be
larger than the incident one. Sustained growth can oc-
cur if the overreflected wave is fully reflected back, with
the two waves interfering constructively (Fig. 2). For a
given wavelength and basic state, the condition for con-
structive interference will be satisfied only for a certain
phase speed. Thus, a quantization condition is at the
heart of the dispersion relation.

In the OR wave geometry perspective the existence
of a critical level (where the mean flow equals the wave
phase speed) is crucial for the onset of shear instability.
In the absence of a critical level, an incident wave, ap-
proaching a reflecting level will be fully reflected (Fig.
3a). If another reflecting level exists beyond it, then the
incident wave will partly be reflected and partly tun-
neled to the next reflecting level (i.e., in the region
between the two reflecting levels the index of refraction
is negative and there is an exponential evanescence of
the wave amplitude with zero group velocity across the
shear) and will propagate away (Fig. 3b). In both con-
figurations the overall integrated energy of the wave is

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the CRWs in the Eady model in
the configuration of the most unstable normal mode. Blank ar-
rows indicate the basic-state velocity U. Bold horizontal arrows
represent the CRWs propagation direction. The edge positive and
negative PV anomalies are indicated by �q� and the circulation
they induce is illustrated by the circled arrows and by the meridi-
onal solid arrows located ��/2 out of phase of �q�. The undu-
lating solid lines illustrate the CRWs’ meridional displacement.
The two CRWs are phase locked in a hindering configuration with
phase difference �/2 � � � �. The dashed arrows indicate the
velocity induced by each CRW on the opposite edge. Each CRW
advects the basic-state PV on the opposite edge in a way that
makes the other CRW grow, while hindering its natural propaga-
tion.

FIG. 2. A schematic description of the wave geometry for an
unstable normal mode. The qy (thick line) and U � c (thin line)
profiles are shown on the left. Wave propagation and evanescence
regions and the critical and turning levels are marked by WV, EV,
CL, and TL, respectively. Arrows mark wave propagation, and
U-shaped arrows mark reflection, with the widening one repre-
senting overreflection. Two lines narrowing toward each other
mark wave evanescence.
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preserved and thus no instability occurs. If, on the other
hand, a critical level (where the index of refraction
changes sign rapidly) exists beyond a reflecting level
then the wave incident upon the reflecting level will be
overreflected, and in addition, some wave energy will
propagate onwards beyond the critical level (Fig. 3c). In
this case, more energy leaves the critical level than was
incident upon it, meaning the overall energy has grown.
If the overreflected wave is reflected back by another
reflecting level (e.g., the ground) we can have sustained
growth. Hence, Lindzen concluded that normal-mode
instability will occur when the (southward/downward)
overreflected wave and its subsequent (northward/up-
ward) reflection interfere constructively. Lindzen and
Barker (1985) also suggested that the source of wave
energy in OR essentially comes from the Orr (1907)
mechanism at the vicinity of the critical level—a per-
turbation that is tilted against the shear and is moving
with the flow at some level will be tilted to a more
vertical configuration, causing growth of the perturba-
tion. The wave geometry configuration necessary for
the instability is that which manages to hold the per-
turbations tilted against the shear near the critical sur-
face, in order to continuously restoke the Orr mecha-
nism. Lindzen and Barker (1985) and following papers
did not, however, explain how mechanistically the wave
geometry allows overreflection to occur, in particular,
how the Orr mechanism works in the presence of a
mean meridional PV gradient.

The CRW and the OR perspectives explain many
aspects of shear instability, each by illuminating very
different fundamental aspects of it. It is maybe not sur-
prising, therefore, that there have been no attempts (to
our knowledge) of relating the two. In this work we aim
to explain the essence of the OR mechanism and wave
geometry from the CRW perspective, with the overall
goal of deepening our understanding of shear instabil-
ity. After briefly reviewing the two approaches (section
2), we formulate a simple model that includes the nec-
essary ingredients to exemplify OR and wave geom-
etry, and use a numerical solution that is based on the
KRW scheme, and an approximate analytical solution
[which avoids exact matching conditions and applica-
tion of Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approxi-
mation], to capture the essential features of full, partial,
and overreflection (section 3). In section 4 we examine
the sources of energy growth using the CRW approach,
and discuss the special role of the critical level. We then
explain how the nondimensional overreflection coeffi-
cient R emerges from the CRW description, and discuss
normal modes (section 5). We conclude and discuss our
results in section 6.

2. CRW versus OR

One of the basic reasons for the fundamental differ-
ences between the CRW and the OR perspectives lies
in the interpretation of the linearized PV equation1

�q

�t
� �U

�q

�x
� �qy. 	1


Equation (1), together with the inverse elliptic relation
between meridional velocity and PV, forms the basis of
the CRW approach. In the CRW framework, the PV
anomaly is divided into localized PV structures
(CRWs), which evolve both through a local advection
by the zonal mean flow and because of meridional ad-
vection of the background PV field. The meridional
flow associated with each of these CRW structures is
nonlocal, hence it affects other CRWs.

In OR, on the other hand, the “PV thinking” is re-
placed by a “streamfunction thinking” so that Eq. (1) is
written in terms of a streamfunction �. Assuming a
pure zonal wave of the form eik(x�ct), where the phase
speed c is a priori assumed to exist, we get

L	�
 �
qy

U � c
� � 0, 	2


where q � L(�), and  � ��/�x � ik�.
For simplicity we will consider a 2D barotropic shear,

however the results can be generalized to the baroclinic
case. Under these conditions L(�) � �k2� � (�2� /�y2),
and qy � � � (�2U/�y2). For this setup, Eq. (2) can be
rewritten as

�2�

�y2 � n2� � 0, n2 �
qy

U � c
� k2, 	3a,b


where Eq. (3a) is a wave-propagation equation for the
streamfunction, in the meridional direction, with an in-
dex of refraction n. The OR theory shows how, under
certain conditions, waves can be overreflected.

As a first step in unifying the two approaches, we will
examine how the cross-shear propagation of Rossby
waves is manifest in terms of the interaction between
many individual PV kernels. We note here that since
OR is based on wave dynamics, it provides a more
general description of shear instability, since it ad-
dresses not only instabilities arising from vortical
Rossby wave interactions (the CRW approach), but

1 We assume a basic zonal flow, U(y, z), in the x direction with
a mean PV gradient, qy(y, z), only in the meridional direction, y,
where q and  are the PV and the meridional velocity perturba-
tions, respectively. The equation could describe the advection of a
function of Ertel–Rossby PV on isentropic surfaces, or quasigeo-
strophic PV on horizontal surfaces.
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also instabilities arising from divergent gravity wave in-
teractions (described, e.g., by the Taylor–Goldstein
equation; cf. Drazin and Reid 1981). While it may be
possible to extend the CRW thinking to include gravity
waves, it has not been done so far. Here, however, we
restrict our discussion only to the framework of Eq. (1).

In the next two subsections we summarize briefly
those features of the two perspectives that are essential
for relating them. For a more detailed description, the
reader is referred to the papers listed in the introduc-
tion.

a. CRW

In most previous CRW works the perturbation is di-
vided into two CRW structures, based on the PV field.
The CRWs have a distinct PV peak centered at the
positive and negative PV gradient regions, respectively
(although in the general case the structures extend
throughout the domain). This approach stems from
Eady-type models, where all of the PV gradients are
concentrated at two levels (e.g., the surface and a lid).

In the following calculations we will use a different
variant of the CRW approach (presented in the appen-
dix of Heifetz and Methven 2005), where the PV per-
turbation is divided into multiple infinitesimal PV ker-
nels, referred to as kernel Rossby waves (KRW), each
of which induces its part of the meridional flow, as in a
Green function approach. The PV kernels differ from
the CRW structures in that they are multiple localized
nonoverlapping PV building blocks, rather than two
untilted PV structures, which extend throughout the
domain. The basic dynamical evolution and the corre-
sponding mathematical framework, however, are simi-
lar.

We therefore present the essential CRW dynamics
using the simpler two CRW structures, and then
present the relevant generalized KRW equations. Our
analysis is done for the case of meridional propagation
and barotropic instability, but all of it naturally gener-
alizes to vertical propagation and baroclinic instability.

1) THE TWO-CRW PARADIGM

CRW structures were constructed originally for the
framework of unstable basic states whose mean PV gra-
dient changes sign and is located in two confined re-
gions (say, in region 1, qy1

� 0, where in region 2, qy2
�

0). Each of the two CRWs has an untilted structure with
PV perturbation concentrated in one of these regions;
that is

qj � Qj	y, t
ei�kx��j 	t
�, j � 1, 2 	4a


and an associated meridional velocity field that fills the
whole space

�j � Vj	y, t
ei�kx��j 	t
���2�. 	4b


By construction, Qj and Vj have the same sign such that
a positive PV anomaly induces counterclockwise circu-
lation and the meridional velocity is shifted �/2 to the
east of the PV anomaly (Fig. 1). The details of how the
two CRWs are constructed from the discrete spectrum
solution is given in Heifetz et al. (2004a). Without
CRW interaction, the advection of the mean PV by the
velocity field, induced by the CRW of the other region,
is ignored. Substituting then Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) reveals
that each CRW is neutral and propagates with the
Rossby phase speed

cjj � �
1
k

��j

�t
� Uj �

qyj

k �Vj

Qj
� � Uj �

qyj

k
Gjj , 	5


where cjj denotes the local propagation of CRW j,
which is affected both by the mean flow advection [first
term in the middle of Eq. (5)] and the self-induced
Rossby wave propagation rate (second term), directed
to the left of the mean PV gradient direction. If the
Fjørtoft (1950) condition is satisfied, so that Uj and qyj

are of the same sign, the Rossby propagation is counter
the mean flow.

The Green function

Gij �
Vj

Qi
	6


represents the PV inversion to the meridional velocity
field. The first index at the suffix relates to the CRW
that induces G whereas the second index indicates the
CRW that the Green function is induced upon. Here, G
is symmetric, Gij � Gji, where the evanescence of the
velocity field away from the inducing CRW yields that
Gij � Gii, when i � j.

When the two CRWs exist together we obtain their
interaction equations by substituting Eqs. (4) and (6)
for the two regions into Eq. (1). Taking the real and
imaginary parts yields

Q̇1 � �qy1
G21Q2 sin�, Q̇2 � qy2

G12Q1 sin�,

	7a,b


�̇1 � �kU1 � qy1
G11 � qy1

G21

Q2

Q1
cos�, 	8a


�̇2 � �kU2 � qy2
G22 � qy2

G12

Q1

Q2
cos�. 	8b


Here, � � �2 � �1 is the CRW phase difference. Note
that the quantity qyi

Gji is effectively an action-at-a-
distance interaction coefficient.

Equations (7a) and (7b) indicate that in order to ob-
tain growth of both waves, qy1

and qy2
must have oppo-
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site signs (since Gij � Gji), as expected from the Ray-
leigh criteria and the Charney and Stern (1962) condi-
tion. Normal modes are the specific solutions of Eqs.
(7a), (7b) and Eqs. (8a), (8b) for which the two CRWs
are phase locked to have equal growth rates and phase
speeds. The growing normal-mode configuration occurs
when the CRWs are tilted against the shear (0� � � �)
either in a helping (0 � � � �/2) or hindering manner
(�/2 � � � �).

2) KRW INTERACTION

In this section we present a generalization of the
CRW dynamics to an arbitrary number of PV kernels.
This allows us to relate the cross-shear wave dynamics,
which is the basis of OR theory, to the Rossby wave
interactions, which are the basis of CRW theory. By
doing this we will gain a new mechanistic understanding
of shear instability and the associated energy growth, as
well as of the fundamental processes of cross-shear
wave propagation, evanescence, reflection, and overre-
flection.

For a zonal Fourier component, the PV perturbation
can be written in the integral form

q	y, t
 � �
y�

�q	y�, t
�	y� � y
� dy� � �
y�

q̃	y�, t
 dy�,

	9


where q̃(y�, t) denotes the vorticity density kernel at y�,
which induces the meridional velocity (per unit width)

�̃	y, y�, t
 � ikL�1q̃	y�, t
 � � iq	y�, t
G	y�, y
, 	10a


where �
1
k

L 	y,k
G	y�, y
 � �	y� � y
. 	10b


The Green function G(y�, y), defined by Eq. (10b) sub-
ject to the appropriate boundary conditions, is real, di-
mensionless and positive definite. It plays a similar role
to Gij of Eq. (6), namely it is the streamfunction
anomaly induced by the KRW at y� (which is a function
of y). Note however that Gij has units of length in the
two CRW case.

The ��/2 phase difference between the PV and the
meridional velocity indicates that a positive PV kernel
induces counterclockwise circulation. Then the inver-
sion of q becomes

�	y, t
 � �i�
y�

q	y�, t
G	y�, y
 dy�. 	11


Substituting Eqs. (9) and (11) into (1), and taking the
real and imaginary parts, yields

Q̇	y
 � qy	y
�
y�

Q	y�
G	y�, y
 sin�	y, y�
 dy�, 	12a


�̇	y
 � �kU	y


� qy	y
�
y�

�Q	y�
�Q	y
�G	y�, y
 cos�	y, y�
 dy�,

	12b


where an overline indicates a zonal average, and �(y,
y�) � �(y) � �(y�). Equation (12) is the continuous
analog to Eqs. (7a), (7b), (8a), and (8b). Heifetz and
Methven (2005) showed that for practical purposes Eq.
(12) can be formulated in a matrix form when the do-
main is discretized into a finite number of KRWs with
a small width �y.2

b. Overreflection

Overreflection theory assumes the existence of waves
propagating in the cross-shear direction, with a well-
defined phase speed, and correspondingly, a well de-
fined index of refraction. For a given basic state, the
index of refraction determines the wave propagation
characteristics for the specific zonal wavenumber and
phase speed. The configuration in terms of wave propa-
gation and evanescence regions is the wave geometry.
According to OR theory, the wave geometry that sup-
ports unstable normal modes consists of two basic ele-
ments: first, the part that supports overreflection as the
means of drawing energy from the mean flow, and sec-
ond, the conditions that allow the overreflected wave to
be reflected back constructively to the critical level,
thus insuring a continuous overreflection as part of a
sustained normal mode.

In this section we discuss the basic conditions leading
to overreflection (and shear instability), but first we
review some basic relations of wave propagation that
are relevant to our discussion.

1) SOME BASIC SIGN RELATIONS

In the following sections we will examine the wave
propagation on a few basic wave geometry configura-

2 The multiple KRW approach has similarities with that of
Waugh and Dritschel (1991) for a piecewise continuous PV pro-
file. Waugh and Dritchel used a contour dynamics approach with
Green functions at each PV jump. The main variable there was
the PV contour displacement (�), while our variable is PV. In the
linear limit these are related by the following equation: [(d/dt) �
U(d/dx)]q� � ��qy��[(d/dt)� U(d/dx)]�qy; therefore the con-
tour displacement in the linear regime is � � �q�qy. This, in fact,
was the rational behind the basic CRW formulation, developed in
Heifetz et al. (2004a).
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tions, and use wave conservation relations to deduce
the conditions leading to overreflection.3 To do this, we
will make use of some basic sign relations between the
basic state, the wave phase structure and the energy
flux. To simplify later discussion, we will first briefly
review these sign relations.

The solution to the wave Eqs. (3a) and (3b) depends
on the basic-state structure. For the simplest case of
constant U and �, we have a wavy solution for positive
n2 and an exponential solution for negative n2 � �m2

(n � �im, and m � 0):

� � 	Ae�iny � Beiny
eik	x�ct
, 	13a


� � 	Ae�my � Bemy
eik	x�ct
. 	13b


Plugging Eq. (13a) into Eqs. (3a) and (3b), we obtain
the well-known Rossby wave dispersion relation:

c � U �
	

k2 � n2 , 	14


with the group velocity:

Cgy �
�


�n
�

2nk	

	k2 � n2
2
, 
 � kc. 	15a,b


We note the following relations between the wave
structure, group velocity, and wave fluxes. For a wave
solution of the form einy eikx, the sign of nk determines
the phase tilt in the x–y plane. Assuming a positive k,
the wave tilt is westward/eastward with y for positive/
negative n. Using the geostrophy relations, it is also clear
that the meridional momentum flux ugg is negative/
positive for positive/negative values of the product nk.

Extending the Eliassen and Palm (EP) theorem
(Eliassen and Palm 1961) for stationary waves to an
arbitrary real phase speed c (e.g., Lindzen and Tung
1978) yields the following relation between the wave
energy and momentum fluxes:

p�a � � 	U � c
�oug�g 	16


(the overline represents zonal averaging, p is perturba-
tion pressure, and a is the ageostrophic meridional ve-
locity) so that for U � c � 0, a westward/eastward
phase tilt with y is associated with a positive/negative
wave energy flux (a�), while the opposite phase tilt-
energy flux direction relation is true for U � c � 0.
From Eqs. (15a) and (15b) we also see that the direc-
tion of the group velocity Cgy depends on the signs of
nk and the PV gradient, so for � � 0, Cgy, and ugg have

opposite signs, while for � � 0 they are of the same
sign. For wave propagation conditions (n2 � 0), for
which Cgy is defined, we expect the group velocity and
wave energy flux to be in the same direction. This is
indeed the case when the basic state is constant, since
according to the dispersion relation [Eq. (14)] � and
U � c have the same sign. The above relations are
summarized in Table 1. In what follows, we will explic-
itly state the sign of nk in the solution, and assume k �
0, n � 0. Thus einy(e�iny) will correspond to a negative
(positive) momentum flux.

Next we note that the sign relation between q and �
depends on �/(U � c) [Eq. (1)], or correspondingly, on
k2� n2 [by direct evaluation of q� L(�), assuming Eq.
(13a)]. A wave solution [for which �/(U � c) � 0 by
definition] exhibits the normal relation of cyclonic flow
around a positive PV anomaly (q � ��, since k2� n2�
0). If, on the other hand, there is a region in the flow for
which the basic state and zonal phase speed are such
that �/(U � c) � 0, the resulting flow solution (which
will necessarily be exponential) will be anomalous in
the sense of anticyclonic4 flow around a positive PV
anomaly [q � � since k2 � n2 � k2 � m2 � �/(U � c)
� 0]. In such an anomalous case, the meridional flow is
necessarily dominated by nonlocal PV anomalies.
While it may seem that the above q–� relations are
trivial, the implications for overreflection and shear in-
stability, to the best of our knowledge, have not been
explicitly noted or appreciated before. We will come
back to this point later on.

3 Our analysis is somewhat similar to what is done in Lindzen
and Tung (1978) for gravity waves.

4 Since in the barotropic case q is equal to the vorticity, we
cannot, strictly speaking, have anticyclonic flow around a positive
PV anomaly. By anticyclonic, we mean that the meridional wind
contribution to vorticity is anticyclonic around positive PV centers
�(�/�x) � �k2� � 0 for q � 0, yielding q � �. In the baroclinic
case (e.g., below the critical level in the unstable Charney modes)
this anomalous relation implies that positive PV anomalies are
correlated with negative vorticity anomalies.

TABLE 1. Basic wave propagation and wave geometry relations
for a barotropic pure plane Rossby wave. The meridional group
velocity and wave energy flux directions are indicated as a func-
tion of the wave phase tilt and basic-state properties. Phase lines
and energy flux arrows are drawn on a latitude–longitude plane.
Note that only basic states that support wave propagation [�/(U�
c) � 0] are indicated.

Basic state/wave phase
tilt direction

nk � 0
u�� � 0

nk � 0
u�� � 0

� � 0
U � c � 0

Cgy � 0
pa � 0

Cgy � 0
pa � 0

� � 0
U � c � 0

Cgy � 0
pa � 0

Cgy � 0
pa � 0
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Finally, if the basic state varies with y, the solution to
Eqs. (3a) and (3b) cannot in general be written analyti-
cally, however, if the basic state varies slowly enough
with y, we can use the WKB approximation, which
yields an approximate plane wave/exponential solution
with an amplitude and wavenumber (n), which are
slowly varying in y (slower than a wavelength 2�/n). In
this case relations [Eqs. (13)–(15a), (15b)] apply to the
regions in which the solution is wavy, where a group
velocity can be defined, and Eq. (16) holds for an ar-
bitrary basic state, provided a pure real phase speed c.
In particular, the group velocity and the EP relations
[(15a) and (16)] are still consistent, since the wave so-
lution requires � and U � c to have the same sign.

2) WAVE GEOMETRY

The wave geometry, which can be deduced from the
index of refraction [n2, Eq. (3b)], is the configuration of
the basic state in terms of wave propagation and wave
evanescence regions (n2 � 0, n2 � 0 respectively),
which can be separated in two ways: by a turning level,
at which n2 � 0, or by a critical level, at which n2 → ��
(when U � c).

Lindzen and Tung (1978) showed that an incident
Rossby wave of a given zonal wavenumber and phase
speed, that reaches a turning level, will be overreflected
if a critical level exists beyond the turning level, with a
wave-propagation region somewhere beyond it. Nor-
mal-mode growth occurs when the overreflected wave
is then reflected back from another turning level, with
the right zonal wavenumber to yield constructive inter-
ference between the reflected and overreflected wave.5

This is shown schematically in Fig. 2, and explained in
detail in the papers by Lindzen and coauthors (see re-
view article Lindzen 1988).

We will mostly concentrate on the process of over-
reflection, and will briefly discuss the conditions neces-
sary for normal-mode formation later on (section 5).
We assume a steady wave source with a specified zonal
phase speed c, located at the south of our domain (y
increases northward) and look for the steady-state so-
lution (characterized by reflection and transmission co-
efficients) in an unbounded domain. We examine
simple basic state configurations which support full,
partial, and overreflection (Fig. 3), by assuming a piece-
wise continuous basic state, with regions of positive and
negative � and U � c. Physically, a step function in �
can represent a triangular topography. This yields a

piecewise continuous n2 with a turning level at the
jumps in � and a critical level at the jumps in U� c. We
note that a steady overreflecting solution is possible
under radiation boundary conditions, because the ex-
cess energy which the wave draws from the basic state
at the critical level is radiated away (and in linear
theory the basic state is an infinite energy source).

In principle, the full solution can be obtained by

5 This is the basic wave geometry that allows shear instability,
although different variations are possible [e.g., two critical levels
exist in the barotropic model of Kuo (1949)].

FIG. 3. The wave geometry configurations for the cases of (a)
full, (b) partial, and (c) overreflection, for the simplified basics
states discussed in the text. The different regions and wave pro-
cesses are marked as in Fig. 2, except that the U � c and qy

profiles are drawn in dashed and solid lines, respectively. Also
marked are the directions of the wave energy flux p� �a (with
arrows) and the momentum flux u� �, denoted by the direction of
phase lines (see Table 1).
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matching the solution in each region’s interfaces. How-
ever, the problem is not very well posed at these inter-
faces since the mean PV gradient is not defined at the
jump in �, and it is a dipole delta function at the jump
in U� c. We will therefore not solve the equation fully,
rather, we will make use of the EP integral conservation
relations, to determine whether we have full, partial, or
overreflection. This is sufficient for the qualitative un-
derstanding we want to obtain.6 We also verify the
qualitative nature of the following solutions using nu-
merical integrations, including more smoothly varying
basic states.7

The two EP flux relations are

�

�t � q2

2qy
� � ��q �

�

�y
ug�g , 	17a


�

�t �ug
2 � �g

2

2 � � 	U � c

�

�y
ug�g �

�

�t �	U � c


qy

q2

2 �,

	17b


where the subscript g represents the geostrophic wind,
and for the second relation we have used Eq. (16),
which is strictly valid only for real c, but can be used
qualitatively for sufficiently small growth rates (cf.
Lindzen and Tung 1978; Lindzen et al. 1980). From
these relations we see that under steady-state condi-
tions, the momentum flux is constant everywhere:

ug�g � �k�2 Im	�y�*
 � const, 	18


where the asterix denotes the complex conjugate, pro-
vided (U � c) and qy do not vanish at the same level.8

For growing normal modes, for which steady state does
not apply, the domain integral of Eq. (17a) is assumed
to vanish, based on the boundary conditions, yielding
the Charney and Stern (1962) condition for instability
[where Eq. (17b) yields the Fjortoft (1950) condition].

For the full and partial reflection setups our ap-

proach is similar to Lindzen and Tung (1978); however,
for the OR configuration we avoid the complexity of
the local analysis near the critical level, by taking ad-
vantage of the steady-state assumption, which does not
hold for instability.

(i) Full reflection

We divide the domain into two regions, region I, for
y � y0, where � � ��� � 0, and region II, for y � y0,
where � � ��� � 0. We also have a constant U � c �
0, so that n2 � 0 for y � y0 and n2 � 0 for y � y0. At
y � y0 there is a turning level (n2 necessarily goes
through zero there). For this configuration, we expect a
wave emanating from the south to be fully reflected
from the turning level, since there is no other place for
the wave energy to go.9 Away from the turning level,
the solution is

� � �	e�iny � Reiny
eik	x�ct
 for y � y0

	Ae�my � Bemy
eik	x�ct
 for y  y0

, 	19


where R, A, B are complex constants, and m2 � ��0 /
(U � c) � k2 � 0 is also a constant. We have assumed
that the incident wave has unit amplitude, and the re-
flected wave amplitude is R. The propagation direction
corresponds to the direction of the group velocity, with
positive being northward. Thus, since � � 0 in region I,
the northward propagating wave has an eastward phase
tilt with height (� � e�iny).

From requiring that � be bounded at y → �, we get
B � 0. Thus the solution in region II, which is denoted
as an evanescence region, is exponentially decaying.
Using Eq. (18), the momentum fluxes in each of the
regions are

ug�g � ��
kn

2
	 |R |2 � 1
 for y � y0

�
km

2
Im	A*B
 � 0 for y  y0

. 	20


Equating the momentum fluxes in both regions yields
|R | � 1, which means the reflected wave amplitude is
equal to the incident wave amplitude; that is, full re-
flection, as expected. In this case, the net momentum
fluxes, as well as wave energy fluxes [cf. Eq. (16)] are
zero in both regions. This is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 3a.

6 A more rigorous treatment would be to assume a more physi-
cal basic state such as a smoothed out step function, for example,
a tanh. This will require using a WKB approximation, with as-
ymptotic matching to Airy and Bessel equations at the turning
and critical levels, respectively, where the WKB approximation
breaks down (cf. Lindzen and Rosenthal 1981). For the jump in �
the contour dynamics approach of Waugh and Dritschel (1991)
can also be applied.

7 Although we do not obtain a strict steady-state solution be-
cause of the complexity of having both a constant source and no
reflection from the southern boundary (see appendix B for de-
tails).

8 Please note that although our example excludes Eady (1949)
type basic states, the conclusions we draw for the OR mechanism
should still be valid.

9 This configuration is similar, for example, to the surface wave
region of the Charney model (but with no critical level), and to the
Charney model configuration for the external neutral modes,
which have a negative phase speed c.
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(ii) Partial reflection

We now add another region (III) of wave propaga-
tion beyond the wave evanescence region, by setting
� � ��o � 0 for y � y1 � y0, leaving the zonal mean
wind the same (U � c � 0). Since the evanescent wave
in region II does not decay to zero at y � y1, some
perturbation will emerge in region III and propagate
onward—resulting in partial transmission (wave tunnel-
ing through the evanescent region) and correspond-
ingly partial reflection back from the turning surface at
y � y0. This configuration differs from the OR configu-
ration (described in the next section) in that the wave
incident on the evanescent region from the south will
tunnel to the next wave-propagation region through a
turning surface, and not a critical surface.

Again, the solution in each of the three regions is

� � �
	e�iny � Reiny
eik	x�ct
 for y � y0

	Ae�my � Bemy
eik	x�ct
 for y0 � y � y1

Te�inyeik	x�ct
 for y  y1

,

	21


where T is a complex constant transmission coefficient,
and we have assumed that there are no additional wave
sources besides the one to the south [we set to zero the
coefficient of einy, which denotes a southward-
propagating wave in region III, since � � ��� � 0, Eq.
(15a)]. Note that now, since region II does not extent to
infinity, we do not set B � 0.

The momentum fluxes in each of the regions are

ug�g � �
�

kn

2
	 |R |2 � 1
 for y � y0

�
km

2
Im	A*B
 for y0 � y � y1

kn

2
|T |2 for y  y1

.

	22


Equating the momentum fluxes in regions I and III
yields |R |2� 1� |T |2� 1, which means only part of the
wave reflects back |R | � 1, and part of it is transmitted
northward, with the total power leaving the system be-
ing equal to the total power entering it ( |R |2 � |T |2 �
1). Although not necessary for this derivation, note that
the momentum flux in the evanescent region is not zero
(meaning there is a nonzero phase tilt with latitude
there). For this case, the momentum fluxes, as well as
the wave energy fluxes, are positive in all three regions
[cf. Eq. (16)]. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3b.

(iii) Overreflection

We now set � � �o � 0 for both regions II and III,
and have a step function in U� c, so that U� c� 0 for
y � y1. For simplicity, we choose �(U � c)y�y1

� (U �
c)y�y1

. This will result in a critical level at y � y1. Ac-
cording to Lindzen and Tung (1978), this configuration
should yield a southward overreflection of the incident
wave, with some additional wave energy also being
emitted northward from y � y1.

Again, the solution in each of the 3 regions is

� � �
	e�iny � Reiny
eik	x�ct
 for y � y0

	Ae�my � Bemy
eik	x�ct
 for y0 � y � y1

Teinyeik	x�ct
 for y  y1

.

	23


We have again assumed that there are no additional
wave sources besides the one to the south, hence for
y� y1 there are only northward-propagating waves, but
note that now the transmitted wave is proportional to
einy since � � 0, which changes the sign of the momen-
tum flux in region III:

ug�g � �
�

kn

2
	 |R |2 � 1
 for y � y0

�
km

2
Im	A*B
 for y0 � y � y1

�
kn

2
|T |2 for y  y1

. 	24


Equating the momentum fluxes in regions I and III
yields |R |2 � 1 � |T |2 � 1, which means the reflected
wave has a larger amplitude than the incident one. and
the total power leaving the system is larger than what
entered ( |R |2 � |T |2 � 1).

The momentum flux is negative in all regions, but the
wave energy flux is directed outward from y� y1. Com-
paring to the case of partial reflection, for which the
basic state in regions I and II is the same, the net wave
energy flux has changed direction (as expected), and
correspondingly, the momentum flux has changed di-
rection. In region III, the momentum flux has also
changed direction, but since now U � c � 0 the wave
energy flux has not [cf. Eq. (16)]. This is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 3c. Our numerical calculations [see
section 3c(3)] also indicate that the results hold for a
slightly less idealized basic state where the jumps in U
and � are smoothed using a tanh.

This example demonstrates the OR view of the nec-
essary conditions for instability �� has to change sign
for |R | � 1 (Charney and Stern 1962). The necessary
existence of two wave propagation regions (I and III)
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then requires (U � c) to change sign as well [so that �
and (U� c) are positively correlated—the Fjortoft con-
dition]. Except for the case where � changes sign at the
critical level, such a configuration necessarily has a re-
gion of wave evanescence (region II) for which q and �
are anomalously related (i.e., a positive PV anomaly is
circulated anticyclonically).

3. The mechanistics of overreflection from the
CRW perspective

While overreflection is shown to exist mathemati-
cally, based on conservation relations, to the best of our
knowledge, an explanation of why it occurs, mechanis-
tically, has not yet been found. The KRW formulation
provides an appropriate framework for examining the
basic processes of cross-shear wave propagation, eva-
nescence, reflection, and overreflection.

a. Wave propagation

We begin with a uniform basic state of constant � and
U, and an initial KRW anomaly at y � y0 with a zonal
wavenumber k, moving with a phase speed c such that
U � c has the sign of � and n2 � �/(U � c) � k2 � 0.
The evolution of this anomaly is illustrated in Fig. 4a.
For the case of positive � the initial KRW (denoted on
the figure by A) will induce similar anomalies (B and
B�) to the north and south, but shifted westward by �/2
(due to the advection of the mean PV by the meridional
velocity induced by the initial kernel). At the same time
B and B� will induce similar westward shifted anomalies
(C and C�) to the north and south, respectively, but will
also act to weaken the initial anomaly A (the dominant
interactions are between adjacent kernels, due to the
exponential decay of the Green functions). Similarly, C
and C� will induce new westward shifted anomalies to
the north and south, while reducing B and B�. This
process will continue, resulting in two pulses propagat-
ing away from y0. The northward-propagating branch
will be tilted westward with y while the southward one
will be tilted eastward, consistent with wave propaga-
tion theory [cf. section 2b(1) and Table 1]. Similar ar-
guments lead to the opposite phase tilts in the case of
negative �. We note that numerical runs we have done
confirm this picture of two pulses propagating away
from the source.

This heuristic description explains the general rela-
tion between the cross shear propagation direction and
phase tilt, however to obtain a more quantitative struc-
ture one needs to take into account the multiple kernel
interactions (e.g., how the initial kernel A interacts with
kernels C and C�), as well as the advection by the mean
flow. More specifically, once kernels B and B� are cre-

ated �/2 to the west of A (assuming � � 0), they will be
advected eastward by the mean flow (assuming U� c�
0), with this advection being reduced by a counter self-
propagation to the west. Once B (and B�) and A are
less than �/2 out of phase (recall that kernel A is forced
to move with a phase speed c), kernel A will tend to
shift kernel B back to �/2, at a rate that is proportional
to �. In addition, the interaction with all other kernels
has to be taken into account, but this will not vary the
picture much since the dominant interaction stems from
the adjacent kernels. The final phase tilt (�k/n) will
depend on the ratio �/(U � c), consistent with the dis-
persion relation (14).

In appendix A we show how the KRW description of
a free Rossby wave is indeed consistent with this view.
Moreover, we show that once a full wavelength in y is

FIG. 4. A KRW schematic of the evolution of a wave source
with a specified zonal phase speed c, shown on the zonal-
meridional plane. (a) Wave propagation (basic states with n2� 0).
The ovals are PV kernels, with the PV anomaly sign marked, and
the source denoted by A. Arrows show the meridional wind in-
duced by the PV kernel of similar line type. (b) Wave evanescence
[(qy /U � c) � 0]. Bold ellipses are the source, and the dashed
rectangles are the induced evanescent structures. The mean flow
advection and self-induced propagation directions are marked in
large arrows. See text for details.
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established (� � 2�/n), the perturbation can become
self-sustained,10 in the sense that its structure is main-
tained, and all kernels move together with a phase
speed that is very close to c (it is exactly c for an infinite
wave train). This means that if we now shut off the
initial source at kernel A, the wavepacket will continue
to propagate in the y direction on its own with a zonal
phase speed of approximately c (numerical runs do in-
deed support this). The ability for the anomaly to be
self sustaining is crucial for wave propagation, and in
fact, on basic states for which �/(U � c) � k2 � 0, no
wavepacket can be supported, hence the basic state is
evanescent. This is shown in the next subsection and in
appendix B.

b. Wave evanescence

We now examine how a similar initial KRW evolves
on an evanescent basic state, for which � and U � c are
of opposite signs (let us assume a positive � and a nega-
tive U � c). In appendix B, we also examine the less
relevant (for overreflection) evanescent basic state for
which 0 � �/(U � c) � k2. As with the wave-
propagation case above, the KRW anomaly will ini-
tially induce a column of KRW anomalies to the north
and to the south, with an amplitude that is decaying
with distance, and shifted westward by �/2 (see Fig. 4b).
Unlike the wave propagation case, the induced KRWs
are now propropagating (viewed from a frame of ref-
erence moving with the source, the self-induced phase
speed, which depends on �, is in the direction of the
mean flow), as a result of the signs of � and U� c being
opposite [cf. Eq. (5)]. This means that the columns are
not self-sustainable, and they will be shifted westward
relative to the initial KRW. Once this happens, the cir-
culation induced by the initial kernel will induce a
counterpropagation of the column. If the initial KRW is
strong enough compared to the induced columns of
kernels, a sustainable steady state will be reached. As
we show in appendix B, this is possible if the initial
KRW is a vorticity delta function, and the induced col-
umn is in anti phase and decays away from it. This
evanescent configuration can be expressed mathemati-
cally as follows:

� � �e�m | y | e
ikx

and 	25a


q � �� 	

U � c�e�m | y | � 2m�	y
��eikx, 	25b


where the first term on the rhs of Eq. (25b) represents
the decaying KRW columns and the second term rep-

resents the vorticity delta function of the initial KRW.
As discussed previously, the configuration in which
�/(U � c) � 0 necessarily leads to the anomalous sign
relation between q and �. This is made possible by the
dominance of the initial KRW. Note that �/(U � c) �
0 also means k2 � m2, and therefore the initial KRW
influence (via the induced meridional velocity which
decays as the Green function, e�k | y | ; cf. appendix A)
decays slower than the induced PV evanescence
(e�m | y |).

Unlike the wave-propagation case where the induced
anomaly can eventually sustain itself with a phase speed
c, now the induced anomaly can only be sustained at
this phase speed with the help of the initial kernel,
hence, we cannot have a signal propagating away form
it. This also turns out to be the case for the normal (in
terms of the �–q relation) evanescence (cf. appendix B).

c. Full, partial, and overreflection

We now examine the evolution of anomalies when
both wave propagation and wave evanescence regions
are present. With the aim of understanding the process
of overreflection, we examine how an initial KRW
anomaly, with a set zonal wavenumber and phase
speed, evolves under the three configurations discussed
in section 2b(2).

1) FULL REFLECTION

We turn on a KRW wave source (KRW 0) in region
I of the basic state of Fig. 3a. A wave train with an
eastward phase tilt with y (� � 0 in region I) will ema-
nate from KRW 0, as described in section 3a, until it
reaches the turning surface at y � y0 (we denote the
kernel that has just formed to the south of the jump in
� as KRW A). Once created, KRW A (Fig. 5a) will
induce a cyclonic circulation around its positive PV cen-
ters, but now, since � has changed sign, it will induce a
westward-shifted kernel (KRW B) to the north, and an
eastward-shifted KRW B� to the south. Since the kernel
created to the north will be propropagating, it will
evolve, according to section 3b, into an exponentially
decaying, untilted KRW column, in antiphase with
KRW A. During the above adjustment process, in
which kernel B shifts westward into its antiphase posi-
tion, it will also alter the location of kernel A by hin-
dering its counterpropagation, with the end result being
a phase shift to the west, relative to the original position
when it just reached y0. During this process, kernel A
will also be strengthened, compared to the case of pure
wave propagation (in which kernel B weakened A).
The combination of this strengthening and the phase
shift will alter the southward effect on kernel B�, rela-
tive to the pure propagation case, resulting in a south-

10 Depending on the aspect ratio k/n, may be more than a single
wavelength is needed [see appendix A, Eq. (A.2c)].
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ward-propagating signal–reflection. The end result will
be equal amounts of wave energy propagating north
and south in region I, to form a standing wave, with an
added phase shift at the turning level. This is illustrated
schematically as well as numerically, in Figs. 5a and 6a,
respectively. Also, in appendix C, we show that such a
solution (a cosine/sine wave to the south of y � y0 and
exponential decay above) is consistent with the KRW
formulation. The requirement for a sustainable struc-
ture also yields an expression for the phase shift at y �
y0 as a function of the problem parameters.

As we will see later on, an important point to note is
that the anomaly in region II, for which �/(U � c) � 0,
will have an anomalous �–q relation, meaning circula-
tion in the evanescent region is dominated by the
KRWs in region I below (with KRW A being the most
dominant).

FIG. 5. The KRW schematic evolution of the three cases of Fig.
3. The different wave geometry regions, wave processes, and PV
kernels are marked similar to Figs. 3 and 4. The KRWs just below
and above the turning level, and just above the critical level are
marked by A, B, and C, respectively. (b), (c) The width of the
ellipse lines represent the PV anomaly strength.

FIG. 6. Latitude–time sections of the momentum flux for the
numerical runs done on the basic states of Figs. 3 and 5, as de-
scribed in the text. (a) Full reflection, (b) partial reflection, (c)
overreflection. The turning level and the critical level above it are
marked by the horizontal lines. Negative values are dashed. Note
that the wave propagation direction associated with a given sign of
momentum flux depends on the sign of �. Note also that not all
the domain is shown.
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2) PARTIAL REFLECTION

When we now add another wave-propagation region
(III), beyond y � y1 � y0 (as in Fig. 5b), the evolution
will start as in the case of full reflection above, only
now, the evanescent anomaly in region II will eventu-
ally reach y � y1 and will induce a PV anomaly just to
the north of it, in region III (KRW C; Fig. 5b). KRW C
is created via the meridional wind field induced by the
anomalies to its south, in this case, the evanescent re-
gion II. As shown above, however, the meridional wind
field in region II is essentially controlled by KRW A,
hence we can regard the whole evanescent region, plus
KRW A, as one integrated region, and replace this
whole region by a forward-directed evanescent kernel
structure (EKS↑), which is a weaker version of KRW A.
KRW C, which is in a region of � � 0, will therefore be
a weaker eastward-shifted version of A. It in turn will
create an eastward-shifted anomaly to the north, which
will propagate onward—the partially transmitted wave
train. KRW C will also weaken A (via a similar EKS↓)
and the southward reflected wave train which it sets up
(compared to the case of full reflection above). The end
result will be partial transmission, and partial reflection,
as expected. This is illustrated schematically as well as
numerically, in Figs. 5b and 6b, respectively.

3) OVERREFLECTION

We now examine the case where wave region III is
due to a jump in U � c, with � remaining the same as
in region II (Fig. 5c). The anomalies will evolve in a
manner similar to the case of partial reflection above,
except that now, since � � 0 in region III, KRW C,
which is induced by EKS↑, will be shifted westward,
rather than eastward, with respect to KRW A. It in turn
will induce a northward-propagating wave train, now
with a westward phase tilt with y. In contrast to the case
of partial reflection, KRW C will now strengthen KRW
A (via an EKS↓), resulting in a stronger southward re-
flected wave train, compared to the case of full reflec-
tion—yielding overreflection. This is illustrated sche-
matically as well as numerically, in Figs. 5c and 6c, re-
spectively. As mentioned before, in order to examine
the process of overreflection, we need to ignore the
contribution of the jump in U to the PV gradient (which
will in itself result in barotropic instability). Numeri-
cally, we do this by setting qy � � [rather than qy �
� � �(y � y�1 ) � �(y � y�1 )]. We therefore also verified
the qualitative nature of the results, by smoothing the
jump in U, using a tanh, and taking into account the full
contribution of Uyy to the PV gradient. These results
are shown in Fig. 7.

When the domain is bounded, this emitted energy

can be reflected back, to form, under suitable wave
geometry conditions, an exponentially growing normal
mode (e.g., Lindzen 1988; see discussion later on). In an
unbounded domain, however, this configuration will
reach a steady state, in which KRWs A and C mutually
reinforce each other, and at the same time, they pass
the added wave energy northward and southward of the
evanescent region.

The structure of PV in the evanescent region and in
the vicinity of the critical surface is slightly more com-
plex (not illustrated in Fig. 5c), as follows. While ker-
nels A and C are tilted westward with y, the PV in the
evanescence region and in the immediate vicinity of the
critical level tilts eastward with y, because of the �
phase shift at y � y0. The meridional wind and stream-
function, on the other hand, do not change sign at y �
y0, hence they tilt westward with height. The � and q
fields therefore form an X structure around the critical

FIG. 7. (a) Numerical runs based on the KRW formulation, for
the tanh basic state. Shown are U (thin solid line), qy (dashed
line), and n2 (thick solid line). (b) Time–latitude plot of the mo-
mentum fluxes (similar to Fig. 5c). The turning level and critical
level are marked by the horizontal dashed and solid lines, respec-
tively. (c) A longitude–latitude plot of the PV (shaded grays,
negative values are dark) and streamfunction (contours, negative
values are dashed) anomalies, showing the X structure in the
vicinity of the critical level (see text). The critical level and � � 0
levels are marked by the horizontal lines, and the approximate
locations corresponding to kernels A, B, and C are marked (see
text). (c) Note that the meridional domain is much smaller than
(a) and (b).
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level (illustrated numerically for tanh in Fig. 7c, and
schematically in Fig. 8), so that they are essentially in
phase (anomalous relation) at kernel B, and out of
phase at kernel C. In between, they reach a �/2 phase
difference at the critical level (for qy� 0, � is �/2 to the
west of q, so that  and q are in antiphase). This phase
relation at the critical level is necessary to allow the PV
perturbation to propagate with the flow at this level
(c � U), because there is no self-induced phase propa-
gation. Note, that according to Eq. (17a), this also nec-
essarily leads to growth of the PV anomaly, via advec-
tion of the mean PV, and moreover, this is the optimal
�–q configuration for growth. Furthermore, math-
ematically, having a �/2 phase between � and q re-
quires c to have a nonzero imaginary component �/q �
�(U � c)/�. The above steady state, which is used here
for illustrative purposes only, therefore requires � to
vanish at the critical level. Figure 7c shows these rela-
tions hold qualitatively, in a numerical integration, for a
slightly less idealized basic state.

The above picture of overreflection is very similar to
the two CRW approach. As an example, in the Charney
model, wave propagation region I is squeezed into the
surface region (see Fig. 2), and evanescent region II
extends between the surface and the critical level. In-
deed, in the Charney model, PV tilts eastward with
height in most of the domain (with the strongest tilt
near the critical surface), and the X structure between
q and  is very clear (see Fig. 2 of Heifetz et al. 2004b).
In the Charney model, the lower CRW (represented
here by KRWs A and B via EKS↑) is essentially com-
prised of the surface temperature PV delta function,
and the evanescent region PV above (which is in anti
phase with the surface PV), while the upper CRW (here
represented by KRW C) is essentially comprised of the
wave region above the critical level.

4. Energy growth, the Orr mechanism, and the
role of the critical level

One of the major differences between the OR and
CRW approaches is the role of the critical level—it is
central to the former, but is only implicit in the latter. In
the previous section we showed, however, that the basic
CRW interaction essentially applies to the vicinity of
the critical level, suggesting that the mutual amplifica-
tion of PV anomalies via their induced mean PV gra-
dient advection is a source of growth in overreflection.
On the other hand, Lindzen (1988) argued that the ul-
timate source of OR energy growth is the Orr mecha-
nism, which operates in the vicinity of the critical level,
but the exact way in which this works is left obscure.
The classical Orr mechanism Orr (1907) is the change

in kinetic energy that accompanies the tilting of PV
anomalies by advection in a shear flow. In Orr’s ex-
ample of a pure plane wave the PV and streamfunction
perturbations were aligned so that in a growing con-
figuration they were both tilted against the shear. In the
classical shear instability models, which include a mean
PV gradient, however, we have an inherently different
anomaly structure—an X configuration—where for a
growing anomaly in the vicinity of the critical level the
streamfunction is always tilted against the shear, while
the PV anomaly is tilted with the shear [e.g., see Fig. 2
of Heifetz et al. (2004b) for the Charney model, and
Fig. 7c here].

For the purpose of examining the sources of nonnor-
mal optimal growth, Heifetz and Methven (2005) de-
rived expressions for the energy and enstrophy growth
in the two-CRW system for the Rayleigh problem, and
showed a clear distinction between the mechanisms of
PV amplitude growth via mutual CRW amplification,
and growth due to a change in phase tilt that does not
involve the mean PV gradient (the Orr mechanism). In
the following section we expand this approach to clarify
the role of the critical level, and to explicitly determine
the source(s) of energy growth.

a. Energy growth in the CRW framework

The domain integrated perturbation energy11 can be
written as

11 In the case of barotropic flow, the perturbation energy is the
kinetic energy, but the analysis also holds for the baroclinic case,
with energy being kinetic plus potential energy.

FIG. 8. A schematic of the X structure: The longitude–latitude
structure of PV kernels (ovals) and total meridional wind (vertical
arrows) in the vicinity of the turning level (TL; bold dashed line)
and critical level (CL; bold dashed line) and the evanescent region
in between. The slanted dashed and solid lines represent the PV
and meridional wind phase lines, respectively. Note that at the
turning level, PV changes sign but the meridional wind does not.
Here, A, B, and C denote the PV kernels discussed in the text.
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where (ys, yn) indicate the southern and northern
boundaries. When the integration is taken to be over
the entire domain the second term on the RHS vanishes
due to the boundary conditions (boundedness of the
anomalies at infinity, the vanishing of meridional ve-
locity at sidewalls, or pure plane waves under radiation
boundary conditions). Note that evanescence regions,
for which the �–q relation is anomalous, contribute
negatively to the domain integrated energy (via the first
term on the rhs).

For the two-CRW paradigm of section 2a(1), using
Eqs. (4a), (4b), and (6); Eq. (26) yields (with the second
term on the rhs assumed zero)

E �
1

4k
�Q1

2G11 � Q2
2G22 � Q1Q2	G12 � G21
 cos��.

	27


Recall that G12 � G21, then

Ė �
1

2k
�Q̇1	Q1G11 � Q2G12 cos�


� Q̇2	Q2G22 � Q1G12 cos�
 � �̇Q1Q2G12 sin��.

	28


Hence, the energy growth results either from enstrophy
growth (the terms involving Q̇) or from the change of
the phase tilt between the two CRWs (the term involv-
ing �̇). The latter term can be referred to as a general-
ized Orr mechanism, however, in the classical Orr pa-
per (which discussed the evolution in the absence of a
mean PV gradient) the change in phase tilt resulted
solely from differential advection by the shear. When a
mean PV gradient is present, Eqs. (8) and (5) yield

�̇ � �k�U � 	qy2
G22 � qy1

G11


� �qy2
G12

Q1

Q2
� qy1

G21

Q2

Q1
� cos�, 	29


where the first term on the rhs (with �U � U2 � U1)
represents the classical Orr mechanism, and the two
additional terms are the contributions from the differ-
ence in the self–counter propagation (second term),
and the mutual interaction (third term) of the two
CRWs.

Substituting Eqs. (7a), (7b) for Q̇1 and Q̇2, and Eq.
(29) for �̇, Eq. (28) yields the initially unexpected result,
that the energy growth due to enstrophy growth, ex-
actly cancels the two CRW terms in �̇, leaving only the
shear term:

Ė �
1
2

Q1Q2G12 sin��U. 	30


This means that the instantaneous energy growth does
not depend explicitly on the existence of a mean PV
gradient, but on the strength of the shear (�U) and the
phase tilt between the two CRWs. The mean PV gra-
dient affects the energy growth only indirectly, through
Q and �.

The following picture emerges. Energy growth oc-
curs when the PV anomaly is tilted against the shear,
but the shear itself will tend to destroy this growing
configuration. The CRW interaction can, under the
right conditions of counterpropagation, counteract the
shearing, to maintain the growing configuration. What
Eq. (30) implies, is that although this counterpropaga-
tion will also necessarily change the magnitude of the
PV anomalies, the net effect of the CRW interactions
on the energy growth will be zero, leaving only the
shear to directly contribute to energy growth. This is
true even for the case of normal-mode growth, where
the phase locking is accompanied by a mutual CRW
amplification. While this is maybe surprising, it can be
thought of as a CRW mechanistic explanation of
Lindzen’s suggestion that “the wave geometry acts to
restoke the Orr mechanism” (although strictly speaking
the Orr mechanism is a nonmodal process, which re-
quires the decrease of phase tilt with time).

The above derivation was done for an arbitrary CRW
pair, but as is shown in appendix C, a time derivative of
Eq. (26) indicates that the �–q correlation term in Eq.
(26) depends only on the meridional variations of the
zonal mean wind for the continuous case as well:

Ė �
1
4 �y�ys

yn ��
y��ys

yn

Q	y
Q	y�
G	y,y�
 sin�	y,y�
�U	y
 � U	y�
� dy�	 dy. 	31


Note that for the case of two localized CRWs the double
integration yields the factor of 2 in Eq. (30). For clarity,
we have dropped the boundary term�[�ug/2)]yn

ys
, which

simply represents the net contribution to Ė of all the
anomalies outside of the domain of integration, since it
vanishes under most standard boundary conditions
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(boundedness, rigid sidewalls, pure plane wave radia-
tion boundary conditions).

For comparison, the more common derivation of the
energy growth includes a Reynolds stress term and a
boundary wave energy flux term:

Ė � ��
ys

yn

ug�gUy dy � ��a��ys

yn. 	32


In this formulation, the interior term also depends ex-
plicitly on the shear and not on the PV gradient. The
boundary term (wave energy flux divergence) also van-
ishes under boundedness or sidewall conditions. Under
pure plane wave radiation boundary conditions, how-
ever, it does not vanish, and it is even necessary for
maintaining steady state conditions. For example, we
look at the special steady-state overreflection case of
Fig. 3c. From standard wave considerations (cf. Table
1), the momentum flux is negative, thus the Reynolds
stress contribution is positive, and comes only from the
critical level (since all the shear is concentrated there).
Also, a� is constant and directed northward in region
III, and southward in region I (divergence), thus the
energy flux term contributes negatively, allowing the
steady state to be maintained.

A few points arise from comparing the two formula-
tions [Eqs. (31) and (32)]. While in the common for-
mulation energy growth depends on local shear, in the
CRW formulation it depends on the meridional differ-
ence in the zonal mean wind between two regions, re-
gardless of whether there is a local shear in each of
them (provided of course there is a phase difference �).
For example, in the piecewise constant profile of Fig.
3c, the contribution to total energy growth comes from
the interaction of PV anomalies between the two wave
propagation regions (I and III). We note however, that
the CRW interactions also account for processes like a
wave energy flux, via the mechanism described in sec-
tion 3a. In steady state, therefore, the amplification via
the CRW interaction between regions I and III should
also be carried away via the CRW interactions within
each region [the integral of Eq. (31) includes both terms
on the rhs of Eq. (32), and should vanish]. This is stated
more explicitly in section 5.

b. The role of the critical level

Looking more closely at the role of the critical level,
from Eq. (31), it seems that this region contributes
negatively to the energy growth, since q is tilted with
the shear there. This reasoning, however, is not quite
correct, since it assumes we take both integrals, over y
and y�, only in the vicinity of the critical surface. Physi-
cally it means we have only considered the � anomalies

induced by PV anomalies in the vicinity of the critical
level. In section 3b we have shown on the other hand,
that in the evanescent region the streamfunction is al-
ways induced by PV anomalies outside it. We therefore
need to take into account � induced by the entire PV
field [take the y� integral in Eq. (31) over the entire
domain]. When this is done, the contribution of the
critical level region to Ė can become positive, as ex-
pected for growth.

What is then the uniqueness of the critical level? In
the standard formulation, it is the only place where �a

is divergent [cf. the EP theorem, Eqs. (16), (18)].12 In
the CRW framework, the critical level is the only place
where two adjacent kernels can be mutually amplifying.
It can be considered an energy source in the sense that
in all other regions, two adjacent kernels interact such
that one amplifies and one weakens the other—an en-
ergy transfer. To illustrate we again use piecewise con-
stant basic states. In the special case where the jump in
� and in U occur at the same point, it is clear that the
two kernels on both sides of the critical levels are the
only ones that can mutually amplify. In all other re-
gions, the interaction is as illustrated in the case of wave
propagation (section 3a; Fig. 4). When the jumps in �
and U are not at the same place, this picture is slightly
more complicated. The region between the two jumps
is evanescent, meaning the PV inside it (e.g., kernel B
in Fig. 8) is directly linked to the kernels just outside it
(e.g., kernel A in Fig. 8), with an anomalous �–q rela-
tion externally imposed. Taking this into account (that
an amplification of kernel B results in a stronger cy-
clonic circulation around negative PV centers, via the
direct link to kernel A) we get that the kernels on two
sides of the critical level are now the only two adjacent
kernels which are mutually amplifying. We note that
this mutual amplification, which occurs even though the
kernels are in regions of similar-signed PV gradients,
requires the influence of kernel A (e.g., a wave-
propagation region), which is in an oppositely signed
PV gradient region (the Charney–Stern condition for
instability).

5. Normal-mode growth from the combined
CRW–OR perspective

So far we have discussed the mechanism by which an
anomaly propagating toward the critical surface ampli-

12 For the overreflection example of Figs. 3c and 5c, wave con-
siderations (Table 1) imply that �a is northward in region III and
southward in region I. In the evanescent region II, where wave
considerations do not apply, the streamfunction at the edges of
the domain is dominated by the wave region closest to it, so that
the general phase tilt has to be eastward with y.
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fies upon reaching it, yielding overreflection. In addi-
tion, OR theory discusses how this process yields nor-
mal-mode instability (e.g., Lindzen 1988)—if the over-
reflected anomaly is reflected back from some surface,
under the right quantization conditions (on zonal wave-
number and phase speed), the reflected and overre-
flected waves will constructively interfere to yield a
growing normal mode (Fig. 9). Lindzen and Tung
(1978) further suggest an upper limit to the normal-
mode growth rate based on this picture:

kci �
ln	R


2�
. 	33


This formula, which is essentially a laser formula, is
obtained by assuming the perturbation amplifies by a
factor of R each time it travels back and forth in region
I between the overreflecting and the reflecting surfaces
(distanced H from each other); � � H/CgI

in Eq. (33) is
the time it takes the wave to propagate this distance.

It is not yet clear how the KRW amplification [cf. Eq.
(12a)] relates to the nondimensional overreflection co-
efficient R. Some physical insight can be gained by
more explicitly formulating the steady-state example
from a KRW perspective. In section 3c(3) we saw that
the overreflection case is essentially a mutual amplifi-
cation of the two KRWs A and C, on the two sides of
the evanescent region II (cf. Fig. 5c). A steady state can
be obtained despite this mutual amplification, provided
the extra perturbation energy is carried away by the
overreflected and transmitted waves. This can be for-
mulated schematically by considering the amplitude
evolution of two KRWs A and C, via Eqs. (7a) and (7b)
with additional sources and sink terms:

Q̇A

QA
� �qyA

GCA sin�
QC

QA
�

1 � |R |
�A

� 0, (34a)

Q̇C

QC
� qyC

GAC sin�
QA

QC
�

1
�C
� 0. 	34b


In addition to the KRW mutual amplification, A is also
affected by the approach of the incident wave from the
south (a source term) and the southward propagation
via the reflected wave (a sink term) whose amplitude is
R times the incident wave. Likewise, C is affected by
the northward propagation via the transmitted wave (a
sink). The KRW amplitudes are normalized by the am-
plitude of the incident wave source. We have assumed
that the perturbations are transmitted to and from the
two KRW locations with a time scale �, which is a pa-
rameter of the problem. The only time scale that ap-
pears in this problem (except for the mutual amplifica-
tion one) is � � 2�/ |nCg | , corresponding to the time it

takes the wave to propagate a full wavelength at group
speed. This can be justified by noting that we also need
to take into account the mutual interactions between
their immediate vicinities when considering the inter-
action between kernels A and C. In appendix A we saw
that in a wave train, the interactions within a single
wavelength dominate. Equations (34a) and (34b) can
then be solved to yield |R |

|R | � 1 �G
2

sin2�qyA
qyC

�A�C , 	35


where G sin� � [GACGCA sin2� ]1/2� 0 is essentially the
area weighted contribution of the Green function and
phase tilt between A and C, taking into account the
evanescent region in between [EKS↑ and EKS↓; cf. sec-
tion 3c(3)].

The resulting expression for |R | makes physical sense
in a few respects. When the PV gradients in the two
regions are of different signs, we get overreflection
( |R |� 1), consistent with the Charney and Stern (1962)
criterion for instability, while same signed PV gradients
yield partial reflection (as in the examples of section
3c). A barotropic structure, meaning there is no phase
tilt between A and C (� � 0) is associated with full
reflection |R | � 1. A smaller evanescent region (closer
A and C) will result in larger overreflection, via a larger
G. To the extent that the anomaly in the evanescent
region is independent of the basic states in the two
wave-propagation regions (most likely this is not the
case), larger wave-propagation time scales �A, �C , result
in larger overreflection, because there is more time for
the mutual amplification to work. We note that it is
hard to numerically confirm Eq. (35), since there is no
way (to the best of our knowledge) to numerically ob-

FIG. 9. A time–latitude schematic of normal-mode structure
from the OR point of view (as suggested by Lindzen and Coau-
thors, see text), for the basic state of Figs. 3c and 5c. Arrows
represent wave propagation, with arrow width representing am-
plitude. The rectangles represent the tunneling through the eva-
nescent region. Time increases to the right.
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tain a strict steady-state solution of the type presented
here. This is due to the complications of dealing with
the boundaries and representing both a steady source
and radiation out of the domain.13

How expression (35), which was obtained under
steady-state assumptions, is related to the overreflec-
tion coefficient in the unstable normal modes [e.g., in
Eq. (33)] is not entirely obvious, since the solution, and
therefore � may depend differently on the basic-state
parameters. However, the essence of the above picture
still holds—that |R | depends on the balance between
the mutual amplification on the two sides of the eva-
nescent region, and the rate at which this amplification
is carried away.

Finally, this picture of a mutual amplification be-
tween two regions, is basically captured by the two-
CRW picture of Heifetz et al. (2004a,b) where the
northern CRW essentially represents the northern
wave region (plus the evanescent region contribution,
EKS↓), while the southern CRW represents the south-
ern wave region (also including the evanescent region,
EKS↑). We note that each of these CRWs includes the
mutual interactions of kernels within its own region, so
that the propagation of energy away from KRWs A and
C (the overreflected, reflected, and transmitted waves),
as well as the restoking from the south (the incident
wave), are embedded into the CRWs.

6. Concluding remarks

Shear instability is a fundamental mechanism in fluid
dynamics in general and atmospheric dynamics in par-
ticular, yet our mechanistic understanding of how it
works is not as complete as our understanding for in-
stance of buoyant convection. Moreover, the two main
approaches to understanding shear instability, seem at
a first glance, fundamentally different.

While the CRW approach stems from a PV thinking
where the conserved quantity is enstrophy, in OR the
PV equation is converted to a streamfunction wave
equation, and the central source of growth, thought to
be the Orr mechanism, is associated with energy
growth. The nonlocality in CRW is the action-at-a-
distance nature of PV anomalies that induce a flow
everywhere, while in OR, nonlocality is a fundamental

aspect of wave propagation which is affected nonlocaly
by the wave geometry. While CRW is associated with a
phase propagation in the direction of the mean flow,
OR is associated with a group velocity (energy propa-
gation) across the shear. In the CRW approach the
phase speed at a given point results from the multiple
phase locking interactions between the CRWs, while in
the OR approach, the phase speed is a parameter of the
perturbation (similar to the zonal wavenumber), which
directly affects the wave geometry. Correspondingly,
the critical level in the CRW view is simply the level at
which the total induced velocity along the mean posi-
tive (negative) PV gradient is exactly antiphase (in
phase) with the PV perturbation, but in the OR view it
is at the heart of the instability.

To gain some understanding of how such seemingly
different views can explain the same phenomena and
why these differences arise, we rationalize the OR
theory in terms of CRW thinking. To do this we use the
generalization of the CRW approach to multiple infini-
tesimal PV kernels (KRWs) to understand the building
blocks of OR. There are two basic types of KRW in-
teractions. The first is a symmetric mutual interaction,
where each KRW enhances or weakens the other lead-
ing correspondingly to growth or decay. This interac-
tion occurs when the two KRWs are in regions of op-
posite-signed PV gradients. The second, which occurs
when the KRWs are in same-signed regions of PV gra-
dient, is an asymmetric interaction, where one KRW
enhances while the other weakens its counterpart. This
interaction is essentially a transfer of energy, which can
result in cross shear-wave propagation.

Using this thinking, we first explain qualitatively the
mechanistics of cross-shear wave propagation, as well
as the exponential decay in an evanescent region, for a
KRW source of given zonal wavenumber and phase
speed. We also examine quantitatively how a pure
plane wave, as well as exponential decay are main-
tained. In particular, we explain how the anomalous
� � q relation, which necessarily arises in evanescent
regions for which (qy /U � c) � 0, is sustained. A side
result is a quantitative understating of what is needed
for coherent self-sustained waves to exist, with a given
phase speed.

We then examine the cross-shear behavior in differ-
ent wave geometries (full, partial, and overreflection).
Although our calculations were done for simplified
piecewise continuous basic states where the shear is
concentrated into one point, we expect our results to
hold for slowly varying basic states for which the WKB
approximation can be applied. This is supported by nu-
merical calculations we have done using a tanh profile

13 We have also examined the relation, in the numerical solu-
tion, between an estimated overreflection coefficient (obtained
from the momentum flux; cf. Fig. 6) and the various parameters
appearing in Eq. (35), but no clear relation has emerged. This is
not surprising though, given that the solution is not a steady state,
and it is not clear how the steady state G and � relate to the time-
dependent solution.
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(Fig. 7). We find that overreflection is basically a two-
KRW mutual amplification, with the main KRWs being
at the two sides of the evanescent region, which forms
on one side of the critical level.

The critical level is unique in that it is the only point
at which we have a mutual amplification between two
adjacent KRWs, taking into account the anomalous
� � q relation on one side of the critical surface. This
anomalous relation, which is critical for this interaction
to be a mutual amplification rather than an asymmetric
transfer of energy, can only exist because of the exist-
ence of another wave propagation region, which in
turn, can only exist if the PV gradient changes sign.
Thus, although the critical surface appears to be the
center of energy growth (as it is the level at which the
EP flux always diverges), it is not so by itself. Rather,
the entire evanescent region, between the turning sur-
face and the critical surface appears to be the center of
the instability; that is, the amplification between KRWs
at its two sides contributes most significantly to the
growth.

We further examine the sources of energy growth, in
particular the role of the Orr mechanism, which
Lindzen (1988) suggested as the ultimate source. The
picture in terms of energy growth is complicated by the
fact that the wave geometry yields an X structure be-
tween PV and streamfunction (the PV is tilted with the
shear while the streamfunction is tilted against the
shear), in the vicinity of the critical level. The southern
part of the X (the evanescence region) contributes
negatively to the energy. Furthermore, since the PV is
tilted eastward with shear at the critical level, the near
KRW interaction contributes negatively to energy
growth there. Only the far field action at-a-distance
contributes positively. While the source of growth is
essentially a CRW interaction, the kinetic energy even
for such an interaction stems from the shear, in an Orr-
like mechanism. Thus we obtain a generalized view of
the restoking of the Orr mechanism: Growth depends
explicitly on the shear, as in the Orr mechanism, but
KRW interactions are responsible for holding the per-
turbation at a configuration that allows it to contribute
to growth (a restoking).

Overreflection theory relates the maximum normal
growth rate to the overreflection coefficient via a laser
formula. By assuming that the increase in PV amplitude
at both sides of the critical level via the CRW mutual
amplification is balanced by an outward propagation,
we can relate the overreflection coefficient to the CRW
viewpoint. Moreover, for the steady-state case, we ob-
tain an expression for R that qualitatively makes sense.
The two-CRW picture, for example in the Charney

problem, and its relation to overreflection, becomes
clearer. Growth (the overreflection) occurs as a result
of the mutual interaction between the KRWs at the
sides of the evanescent region. These KRWs form the
central parts of the two CRWs (cf. Heifetz et al.
2004a,b). The rest of the CRWs encompass the wave
regions, and the propagation away from the critical
level is embedded into them via the mutual KRW in-
teractions within each CRW. Thus, for instance the
lower Charney CRW includes the surface PV delta
function KRW (which represents the lower region of
the wave propagation) and a decaying structure of in-
terior PV with opposite sign, which represents the ex-
ponential decay in the evanescent region. The upper
CRW, is concentrated at the wave-propagation region
just above the critical level.

To conclude, by relating between the two approaches
we gain additional understanding of the mechanistic
process behind shear instability and the sources of en-
ergy, as well as basic wave behavior. This study has
dealt with Rossby wave interactions, however OR can
also explain a more general range of shear instabilities,
including those associated with gravity waves. Since
CRW interaction has proven to be a suitable approach
to interpreting Rossby OR, it is likely that a similar
gravity wave building block approach can explain the
gravity wave instabilities as well.
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APPENDIX A

A KRW Description of Simple Wave
Configurations

Here we demonstrate the consistency of the KRW
approach in some simple examples.

a. Wave propagation

Consider a Rossby plane wave, in an unbounded
horizontal domain of constant � and U, of the form � �
�einyeik(x�ct), whose PV structure is q � �k2� � �yy �
Qei�eikx, where Q��(k2� n2)�, and � � ny� kct. For
such an infinite domain the Green function G(y, y�)
which satisfies: �(1/k)(�k2 � �/�y2)G(y, y�) � �(y� �
y) [cf. Eq. (10b)], is G(y, y�) � e�k | y�y� | /2. First, in
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order to verify indeed that � ��(1/k)���� q(y�)G(y, y�)
dy� (Eq. 11), one needs to show [after substitution of q,
G(y�, y), and � above], that ���� einy�e�k | y�y� | dy� �
(2k/k2 � n2)einy, which is straightforward to verify.

Next, we show that the wave preserves its constant
PV amplitude, via Eq. (12a). We recall that sin �(y, y�,
t) � sin[�(y, t) � �(y�, t)] � sin[n(y � y�)]; thus Eq.
(12a) becomes

Q̇

Q
	y
 �

	

2 ����

y

e�k	y�y�
 sin�n	y � y�
� dy�

� �
y

�

e�k	y��y
 sin�n	y � y�
� dy�	
�

		n � n


2	k2 � n2

� 0. 	A1a


For the case of northward propagation (positive � and
n; cf. Table 1), at a given latitude y, the overall meridi-
onal velocity induced from below (the first integral)
contributes to amplify the PV kernel amplitude Q(y),
whereas the overall contribution from above (the sec-
ond integral) acts to decrease it. The two contributions
exactly cancel each other, so that the amplitude re-
mains constant. Moreover, because of the symmetry of
the wave, the contributions from above and below can-
cel out for any finite interval �y; that is,

Q̇

Q
	y
 � 	�

y��y

y��y Q	y�


Q	y

G	y, y�
 sin�	y, y�, t
 dy� � 0.

	A1b


In addition, via Eq. (12b) we verify that the wave
indeed propagates with a constant phase speed c, which
satisfies the dispersion relation 14. Using �̇ � �kc, the
definitions of Q, � and G(y�, y), and rearranging Eq.
(12b), this boils down to showing that

U � c

	
�

1
k ���

� Q	y�


Q	y

G	y, y�
 cos�	y, y�, t
 dy�

�
1

k2 � n2 , 	A2a


which is straightforward to verify.
Finally, the near KRW interaction within y � �y is

obtained when the integral is taken between these two
limits:

U � c

	
�

1

k2 � n2 �1 � e�k�y�cos	n�y
 �
n

k
sin	n�y
�	.

	A2b


Integrating over a full meridional wavelength (i.e.,
�y � �/n) yields

U � c

	
�

1 � e��k�n

k2 � n2 . 	A2c


Taking, for example, a unit aspect ratio, we get a phase
speed that is within about 4% of c, implying the overall
contribution of all the remote KRWs, to the phase
propagation of y � �/n can be neglected.

b. Wave evanescence

1) THE ANOMALOUS CASE (� � q) OF STRONG

EVANESCENCE

From the KRW perspective, the simple evanescent
structure of Eqs. (25a) and (25b), which is centered on
y � y0 (for simplicity we take y0 � 0), is composed of
continuous KRWs that are in phase and a KRW � func-
tion at y � 0 which is antiphased with them.14 Accord-
ing to Eq. (12a), this structure is neutral since all the
KRWs are in phase or anti phased. Writing Eq. (25b) as
q(y) � Q(y) � [(m2 � k2)e�m | y | � 2m�(y)]�, and
recalling that (m2 � k2) � ��/(U � c) � 0, Eq. (12b)
yields after some manipulation:

	U � c


	
�

em | y |

	m2 � k2

�	m2 � k2


2k �
��

�

e�m | y� |e�k | y�y� | dy� �
m

k
e�k | y |�� �1

m2 � k2 , for y � 0. 	A3


We see that this structure indeed assumes a single
phase speed, which is consistent with the dispersion
relation (14). Moreover, we get that (U� c)/� is indeed
negative, implying an anomalous �–q relation. The first
term in the brackets, which represents the overall con-
tribution from the in-phase column of KRW kernels is
positive (propropagation), while the second term,
which represents the contribution from the initial PV �
function kernel is negative (counterpropagation). The

fact that the sum of these two terms is negative means
that the influence of the � kernel overwhelms the over-
all effect of the PV column, thus allowing the anoma-
lous �–q relation.

14 To avoid confusion, note that according to Eq. (25b), the
KRWs q̃(y�) � q(y�)�(y� � y), which have units of PV per length,
have a finite amplitude q(y�)� |�/(U� c) |e�m | y� | }� at y� 0 and
an infinite value q(y� � 0) � �2m�(y�)� at y � 0.
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For y� 0, Eq. (A3) does not hold since in the case of
finite mean PV gradient and finite meridional velocity,
one cannot obtain an infinite PV anomaly from linear-
ized PV dynamics. Hence, such a � function PV kernel
must be forced on the solution from an external
source.15

2) THE NORMAL CASE (� � �q) OF WEAK

EVANESCENCE

We have already mentioned above, that a necessary
condition for a wave signal to be able to propagate
away from a wave source of zonal wavenumber k and
phase speed c, is that the basic state be able to support
a self-sustained structure moving at that phase speed. If
the forcing kernel is needed to maintain the phase
speed, no signal can propagate away, and the only pos-
sible steady solution is a perturbation which decays
away from the wave source, so that the source can in-
deed sustain it (i.e., wave evanescence). The case of the
strong anomalous evanescence is easy to understand in
this way—the KRWs are propropagating, hence for any
anomaly, the integrated self advection can never bal-
ance the relative mean flow advection U � c since they
are both in the same direction.

The case of weak normal evanescence, however, is
more subtle because the self-induced propagation is
counter the mean flow advection, but it is too weak to
fight it. This can be shown by examining the evolution
of a single-wavelength anomaly in the y direction (� �
2�/n). Equations (A1b) and (A2b) indicate that such an
anomaly is a self-sustained structure that does not grow
in amplitude and propagates with a phase speed cpack

given by Eq. (A2c). According to this equation, the
self-induced phase speed of this single-wavelength
wavepacket is cpack � U � ��(1 � e��k/n)/(k2 � n2).
We also see from Eq. (A2c) that for a given k, the
self-propagation speed will be largest at n � 0, with an
absolute value of �/k2. This makes physical sense since
in this configuration all KRWs are in phase so their
mutual interaction is optimal. This upper limit on the
possible self-sustained phase speed is exactly the con-
dition for a basic state to support wave propagation:
(U� c)/� � 1/k2. From this viewpoint, when we turn on
a wave source with a phase speed of c, the meridional
wavenumber n, which the anomaly assumes is that
for which the self-induced phase speed exactly equals
that of the wave source (provided of course that qy /
(U � c) � 0).

The wave evanescence limit can also be obtained
from Eq. (A3), by removing the contribution from the
PV delta function at y � 0:

c � U �
	

	k2 � m2

�1 �

m

k
e�	k

2�m2
 | y |�. 	A4


We see first of all, that we cannot have a coherent
self-sustained evanescent structure (m � 0) of the form
described by Eq. (A4), since the phase speed c is a
function of y. In fact, only m � 0 can yield a coherent
structure, for which the self propagation can resist the
mean flow advection. This is easily seen when we sub-
stitute k2 � m2 � �/(U � c) � 0 in Eq. (A.4). The case
of m � 0 is the simplest zonal Rossby wave structure
where c � U � �/k2.

c. Full reflection

For the steady-state configuration of full reflection
(R � |R |ei�, |R | � 1), Eq. (19) can be rewritten (taking
y0 � 0) as

�	y


� �e�iny � ei�einy � 2 cos�ny �
�

2�ei	��2
 for y � 0

	1 � ei�
e�my � 2 cos
�

2
ei	��2
e�my for y  0

,

	A5a


whose PV structure is

q	y
 � ��	n
2 � k2
� � �

	0

|U � c | � for y � 0

	m2 � k2
� �
	0

|U � c | � for y  0
.

	A5b


Since (n2 � k2) � (m2 � k2) � �0/ |U � c | � 0, the PV
jumps and changes sign at y � 0, whereas the stream-
function is continuous.

The structure is untilted for all y and hence according
to Eq. (12a) is neutral. This means that if we consider,
for instance, the KRW just below y � 0, then the in-
fluence on its growth by the incident wave is canceled
out exactly by the decaying influence of the reflecting
wave (and is not affected by the antiphased PV column
above it at y � 0).

The phase difference �, between the incident and the
reflecting waves can be obtained by substituting Eq.
(A5b) in Eq. (12b) [with �̇ � �kc, and G(y, y�) �
e�k | y�y� | /2] to get

15 A similar evanescent structure does, however, represent the
lower CRW in the Charney (1947) model, since the surface has an
infinite mean PV gradient in opposite sign to the finite mean PV
gradient above it in the interior (Heifetz et al. 2004b).
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�k
	U � c


	0
� �

��

0 cos�ny� �
�

2�
2 cos

�

2

eky� dy�

�
1
2 �0

�

e�	k�m
y� dy�, 	A6


yielding after some algebra that tan(�/2) � m/n.

APPENDIX B

Numerical Calculations

We use a discretized KRW model to verify some of
our results. These numerical calculations involve dis-
cretizing Eqs. (12a) and (12b), using Eq. (11), and for-
ward integrating in time, from a specified initial PV
distribution. The numerically discretized Green func-
tions are defined as in appendix A, but with a 1/�z
factor to represent the vertical integration. We use a
third-order Adams–Bashford method (we follow Dur-
ran 1991) for the time integration.

A KRW source with phase speed cr is implemented
by initializing the model with an amplitude and phase
of zero everywhere, except at a source level where
Q(src) � 1 and �(src) � ��/2, and setting �̇(src) �
�kcr . The initial ��/2 phase is necessary, otherwise no
anomaly will develop beyond the source level [an initial
phase of zero would yield Q̇� 0 at all levels besides the
source; cf. Eq. (12a)]. We force the phase speed either
for the duration of the integration, or for a time period
of � � (�y /Cgy

) � (2�/nCgy
) [with Cgy

and n defined
using Eqs. (14) and (15a)–(15b)], which is the time
required for a full wavelength to propagate away from
the source. In the latter case, a single wavelength is
formed and continues to propagate with an approxi-
mate phase speed cr, consistent with Eq. (A2c). While

the two versions yield qualitatively similar results, the
latter is cleaner.

To avoid the complications of a back reflection from
the southern boundary, we also initialize the model by
specifying the initial PV amplitude and phase to be:
Q(yin) � 1, �(yin) � ny, and zero otherwise, where yin

is a region of single wavelength width: y(src) � �/
2 � yin � y(src) � �/2. This corresponds to the single
wavelength anomaly of Eq. (A2c), which propagates
northward (recall that � � 0 in the source region), and
zonally with a phase speed of cr. This initialization
yields the cleanest results since the initial anomaly
propagates only northward. This was used to create
Figs. 6 and 7.

We tested the model by comparing to a known ana-
lytical solution, as well as by comparing to results of the
normal-mode eigenvalue solver of Harnik and Lindzen
(1998). We find the solutions converge for a reasonable
vertical resolution [e.g., the Charney (1947) normal
modes have been fully recovered with 100 layers].

APPENDIX C

KRW Description for Energy Growth

For vanishing meridional velocity at the boundaries,
Eqs. (26), (4), and (11) indicate that

E � �
1
2 �ys

yn

	�q
 dy �
1

4k �y�ys

yn

Q	y


 ��
y��ys

yn

Q	y�
 cos �	y, y�
G	y, y�
 dy�� dy .

	C1


Therefore

Ė � I + II 	C2a


where

I�
1

4k �y
�

y�

�Q̇	y
Q	y�
 � Q̇	y�
Q	y
� cos �	y, y�
G	y�, y
 dy� dy�
1

2k �y
�

y�

Q̇	y
Q	y�
 cos �	y, y�
G	y, y�
 dy� dy,

	C2b


since G(y�, y) � G(y, y�) and cos �(y, y�) � cos �(y�, y), and the second integral is

II � �
1

4k �y
�

y�

�̇Q	y
Q	y�
 sin �	y, y�
G	y�, y
 dy� dy . 	C2c


Using Eq. (12a), integral I can be rewritten as

I �
1

2k �y
�

y�
�

y�

qy	y
Q	y�
Q	y�
 cos �	y, y�
 sin �	y, y�
G	y�, y
G	y�, y
 dy� dy� dy . 	C3
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Using Eq. (12b), integral II can be rewritten as

II � III � IV � V, 	C4a


where

III �
1
4 �y

�
y�

Q	y
Q	y�
 sin �	y, y�
G	y�, y
�U	y
 � U	y�
� dy� dy, 	C4b


IV � �
1

4k �y
�

y�
�

y�

qy	y
Q	y�
Q	y�
 cos �	y, y�
 sin �	y, y�
G	y�, y
G	y�, y
 dy� dy� dy, 	C4c


V �
1

4k �y
�

y�
�

y�

qy	y�
Q	y
Q	y�
 cos �	y�, y�
 sin �	y, y�
G	y�, y
G	y�, y�
 dy� dy� dy . 	C4d


Please note that since sin � (y, y�) � �sin � (y�, y)
exchanging between the dummy indices (y, y�) in inte-
gral V gives: V � IV. Also note that exchanging be-
tween the indices (y�, y!) in IV yields I � �2 IV and
consequently

Ė � I � II � I � III � IV � V � I � III � 2IV

� I � III � I � III, 	C5


and indeed integral III is the rhs of Eq. (31).
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